
One of the many prehistoric clearance
cairns excavated on Gardom’s Edge

Gardom’s Edge: a multi-period
archaeological landscape
Saturday 16 June 2018

Join archaeologist John Barnatt on a circular tour around Gardom’s Edge, looking at one of the best
surviving examples of an ancient settled, agricultural and ritual landscape in Britain. Highlights
include excavated Iron Age house sites, a massive late Bronze Age enclosure and an intact Iron Age
pit alignment, as well as rock art, a tall standing stone, a ringcairn, a large intact barrow, and the
ubiquitous prehistoric clearance cairns and field boundaries. Later remains include impressive
millstone quarries, coal mining shafts and hollow-ways.

Excavations in 1995–2000 showed that farmers lived in the roundhouses here during the Iron Age, using
exotic as well as everyday artefacts. Farming on Gardom’s Edge is suspected to have started in the Neolithic
or Bronze Age, but evidence for this proved elusive: only a light scatter of artefacts was found away from
the houses, making dating difficult. Radiocarbon dating has now shown that the large enclosure, defined by
an 800m-long bank of boulders, was built in the late Bronze Age; its boulder-strewn interior suggests that it
was used as a gathering place, presumably by people travelling from some distance. Trenches across the pit
alignment, which still exists as an earthwork, showed that the pits were clay-lined and designed to contain
water – but what purpose it served is still a mystery. The excavations have recently been published (Upland
Biographies: Landscape and Prehistory on Gardom’s Edge, Derbyshire) – John will have copies for sale at £20.

Unlike the northern half of Gardom’s Edge, where the prehistoric remains survive on the moorland, the
southern half is occupied by a post-medieval farmstead. Even here, though, prehistoric remains survive
wherever the land is boulder-strewn, and there are extensive medieval to 19th-century coal mining remains.
The Edge itself was once important for millstone manufacture, and easily accessible parts of the quarries still
contain many abandoned millstones.

Logistical arrangements
Meet at 10am at the Eric Byrne pay and display car park (free to
National Trust members) or at the informal car park in the field
immediately across the road, which is free (SK 281721). The car
parks are at the hamlet of Robin Hood, located just off the A619
from Chesterfield to Baslow, a short distance up the B6050 road
to Cutthorpe and Old Brampton.

Carry a picnic lunch and drink, plus sunblock/hat and/or
weatherproof clothing as appropriate. The walk is expected to
finish in the mid- to late afternoon.

Walking will be on footpaths and across rough moorland. Stout
walking boots and walking poles are recommended. Dogs must
be kept on a lead at all times.

There are no toilet facilities except at the public house next to the starting point, which are for customers
only – though you may need a drink when we return!

There is no charge for the walk, but please let us know in advance if you intend to join us, preferably by
e-mail to david.cba-em@albiondi.plus.com.



The main prehistoric surface remains, and selected later features, at Gardom’s Edge. Bring this map with you to
help you navigate your way around the site.




